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The President h,as mad~ hi.,s Qeci~ion
on wnat;te:'do with the expir-ati6h' of his ~e~ay" in .the ~xtra
dollar" on' the 'oil ;' import tarlff. '
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" . '" The President macie his decisi.on and a letter has
been drafted to send to the Hill. We have the letters
foryo\t: but they~a.re 'h~ld 'up "for lust a' minu,te ,a,ttbe
mimedgraph machine~'sO 'theyw'ill be'l1,azided to you,)at_the
end'6f tJili:s tir·iefing. "
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'SO'you'",illknow what Frank istaikin~ ,~pit',. he
will summarize briefly what the President's decision has
been -- since you are trying .tq do:thi.s Wit.Mut· having
the l;etter-s' :lzifront oty6il ;"-and' then Ite"~iliexp;1ain,;
why , and then ne'willtaki:! you~ qUestiona. ",
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l:~ MR.'ZARB: .• The Pr:es~dent. today decided. tha.t, pe
would postpone the imposttto'n of' the;, sec~m9 d9iia:r, :tari:ft
that, wig pliimi.ed for May' 1 fot- approxima:te~y 30 'pays,- ,
and sooner if necessary. He did so bas~du~o~ hls assess
,,"

ment of the progress on th~,H9u~~, side. to date, which has
not be~n"completely' satisfa9tOrY.· .
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'We don't have a bil1~
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'Wedontt .havea hill "out
of committee. "But there has "been
lot of ~c)l?k,doneand
after receiving 'a'lett.er f~om" ~enatqrMans,fl.eldask~l1g,; .
for delay"and 'a callfromChqlrman Ullman, anQ s,Qme,;,..
otheI'ls,ort'heariilgtherecoiIlJl1endat'ions'from his advisers,
he concluded that we would hold off.apprq;Kimately another
eo days.
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. , 'However, simul t"aheously, pe,has aiX'ected t'he.
Federal Energy Administrat'i..~:mtb pegiil the p!:,ocess of
hearings and "'public comment on a program to decontrol
the price of old oil. The proposition, or the plan,
that, will be put forward for public comment wiil' be a.,
two-year decontrol program. It w1.+i'p:rop()se decontrol of
old oil at.~,:the·rat-e"-or' abou!-4:P.1fC$nt ,a. m.onth~ which
w~ll.~a.ve the effect: ofb~~rig. comple~ely.decontrolled
w~th1n two years~
, .
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Now, he does that knowing that in the Energy
Subcommitteeof House Commerce,' there 'is a~' similar bill
working which would have effectively the same conclusion
but in a period of 3-1/2 to four years, depending on how
some of the details are worked out.
During this period pf comment and public hearing,
we will be sensitive to Hhat is going on within that
committee and at the end of ouppublic comment period, we
will publish our final forma.t and submit to the Congress -
Congress will have the last say-so. They have five days
in which to override the Presidential action in this
area.
The President recognizes the work that has been
done by a,good many people on the Hill, particularly the
House side', both Democrats and Republicans. Chairman
Ullman has worked hard to produce a bill. .There, has
been, as mosJ: of you who have been 'participating up there
know, some g~d news and some bad news, as.things went.
We are h6peful, still, that the ,Congpess~ within
a very short period o{ time -- probably the next n:tonth
before they go in recess which is late May -- that they
will produce ~ bill and it will be voted on the House
floor, and that that bill will, be satisfactory to the
President.
I probably shou~d go over the poin~s m.ade. in
the President's letter .:.. not in exact wor~s because
I have not seen the last iteration of the text -- but
it points out. that a program to be satisfacto,ry to the
President must achieve the kinds of conservation
targets which he set forward,,' 2 million barrels a day,
by the end of 1977.
It must do so,using reasonable natural.market
mechanisms,being conscious of the fact that other kinds
of approaches could negatively impact the economy and
negatively impact,on employment. The program must lead
to eventual invulnera~iiity by 1985,and ~hat it must
have all the elements that: are fair to both parts of the
country geographically, and different segments of society.
I will take your questions now.
Are yousugge.sting, Mr,_ Za~b, that you
might change the termS,of the decontrol proposal depending
on what Mr. Dingell's subcommittee comes up with?
Q

MR. ZARB: I prefer to say during this period
of hearing and public comment we will be receiving the
inputs from lots of people in addition.to receiving
information with respect to what is being passed on in
the Dingell subcommittee. I would think that we woulq
be willing to certainly consider what they come up with
as being an important input.
MORE
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How long will this period of public

comment last?
MR. ZARB: The total period, including the
five-day comment, can happen between. now and the 21st
of May. Of course, it depends on the volume of comment,
the extent of the hearings,and lots of other things,
so I won't say that is specifically the date.
It can happen as soon as that. It could
take longer than that, depending on the volume.

Q

Would you be very precise?
happen by the 21st of May?

What could

MR. ZARB: By the 21st of May we can -- it
is physically possible to have the hearings completed,
the comment in and the fina·l program produced and up
before the Congress for their review.

Q

Frank, if I understand correctly, you
can only get a 90-day extension or 90-day decontrol,
then you have to come back to Congress. Is that
correct?
MR. ZARB:

That is correct.

Q
If so, does that mean - how can you
work a two-year program when you have to come back every
90 days?
MR. ZARB: Of course, a couple of things can
happen here. The program can be proposed by the
President and go before the Congress and be sustained,
and we would have to go through that, every 90 days,
for the period that we are decontrolling, which would
give the Congress continued bite at the apple.
The other thing that could happen is that
the work being done by Chairman Dingell and his sub
committee could result in legislation which would
provide a legislative base for decontrol, in which
case I would think that would moot the every9C-day
exercise that is now mandated unde,!' our statute.
We are working almost parallel with the
committee so it is hard to measure which way it
will come out.

Q
Mr. Zarb, you said that you were hopeful
that within the next month a bill could be voted on the
House floor. Does that mean that would be satisfactory
to the President, even if there were no Senate action
on the bill at that point?
MORE
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MR. ZARB: I don't presume to speak for how
the President will think at that point. I am specula
ting a little for you. It will probably get me in trouble,
but I will do it, anyway.
If we had a bill off the House floor, which
was satisfactory to the President and had every'
indication that the Senate in its activity was sympathetic
to a bill that was passed bya Democratic majority and,
on the House side, I think the President would feel that
we had made sufficient progress.
On the other hand, if it is a bill that we
can't bite off or there i-s soundings on the Senate side
that they could not accept what the House passed,,: then
that would be a separate set of circumstances. It is
really hard to give you: a sterilized pictureQf what
we would or would not do under certain circumstancep,
because there are so many moving parts, but that is
the best I can do.
Q

Is there a 3D-day ultimatum?

MR. ZARB; When the Pres ident announc~d the
State of the Union Message, we were asked whether
the $1, $2, $3 program was an ultimatum, and when we
had the 60-day moratorium, we were asked whether that
was a 60-day ultimatum.
I will ,answer the question the same way. The
Congress has aSked us to delay in the ecumenical spirit
of compromise to allow more time for negotiation and
discussion to take place.
I think you know I have personally been
involved in subst'antial 4iscussions, both wiTh the Holise
side and now wlth:the Senate side,which seems to :o~
picking up. More than anything, this 30-day period k,eeps
those channels open and gives us every opportunity to
come to a accommodation if we are going to come to an
accommodation.
It would seem ,to me that if,weare, we are
going to have avery clear picture of that potential
by the end of'this'30":day'period. It'certainly is not
a 'throw down the gauntlet ll type of thing. It is an
attempt to give every chance possible to working out a
compromise between the PI"esident and between the
Congress.

MORE
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Q"
Mr. Zarb, isrift there a danger that the
American p'eople;seeing another delay, will'have even
a les,ser sense of urgency 'about the 'energy problem as'
a result of what the 'President has done?

MR. ZARB: Tom, I think that that probably
is a risk •. I think our ability to transmit to the
American people the real sense of urgency that is "
present needs to be improved in the first place, even
beyond this.
But, I think the American people would
rather have the President and thl?ir Congress working on
solving a national'pro!:llem with m3.xir!lum cooperation
rather than with maximum confrontation.
'
So,while there'is the downside of that
possibility, I 'think it is worth it ,in that v.h~ are'
not promoting an immediate confr!">nta:tion at a time when
there i8 a last hope that we can work out a mutual
compromise.
There was a follow-up I missed.

Did we cover

it?
Q'

1 wondered if this would 'goon indefinitely.

MR. 'ZARB: I think a fair answer to that
question would be no.'

Q
Frank, a question on this 4 percent
decontrol, a month plan. that 'you just mentioned. Now
you have had' for quite some til1l.ethis so"'called match
barrel provision whereby for every barrel of, new' 'oil
the producer pumps he gets to free one barrel of old
oil from,price control~.
My question is" given that existing'provision,
'how much is this really-going to be a change as far as
freeing old oil' from price contrcHs gradually?
MR. ZARB: I guess we will have to get you
that later. You are talking about the absolute
volume in view of the old oil-new oil? Eric can give
that to, you,. for those of you who are interested in
the mathematics, and have it worked out after we are
done here.

Q
Is that 4 percent per month of each
producer's old oil? Is that the way it works?
MORE
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MR •. ZARB: Of each producer's total old oil
production, which would have the effect of not
prompting anybody to withhold any production, because.
if you take the. total old oil production, the 4 percent
would be the maximum amount he would want to decontrol.
We were worried a little abo.ut any scheme
that would have the effect of minimizing production,
wi t,llholding for the next increment. I ought to point
out another couple of other things before we' all
forget them because you have not asked the question
yet.
Chairman Ullman has agreed with me, and had
some days ago, that if we went this route, or if
Chairman Dingell continued to pursue the program
that they ~ad before them, that he would put into,or
he would ask his committee to put into his bill,an
additional title, which would affect the windfall
profits program.
We still believe that that windfall profits
program is ;:essential. It should .be worked out in a
way that there is reasonable return on investment
so that we can get our Project Independence completed
and at the same time guard against· excess profitability.
I think Ways and Means, in looking at all the
numbers, they will be cogitating on that particular
conclusion.

Q

Frank, why are you vague about the
30 days? You said 30 days, maybe sooner., t-1hy isn't it
some time certain?
MR. ZARB: There are a set of circumstances
which could prevail where within the 3~-day period
the President comes to the'conclusion that there just is
nO',hQPe and therefore, the proclamation has been written
with substantial flexibility in giving the President
some opportunity to go one way or the other.
One day certain is not always the best way to
do this kind of thing becalise it might take two days
longer,or six days earlier he might just reach the
conclusion that it just is ridiculous to continue.

Q
But Frank, if he does not do anything
at the end of lO days, will that second dollar kick in?
MORE
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MR. ZARB: Yes. The proclamation can be
rewritten to acco~nodate things that might occur.
I think really it goes to the question that was raised
before which I answered with the word no.
The President has no intention of letting"
this go on indefinitely. He has put out a program.
He still believes that program to be the best possible
course of action for the Nation. He has riot seen
an alternative program of'a comprehensive nature that
matches his pro-gram.
He is trying to give every possibility for ;
compromise with the Congress. He has been asked
twice now by the leadership to delay imposition. This
is the second time he has done it, but he clearly feels
that the Nation needs a program and it needs it pretty
soon.

Q

What is going to happen to the gasoline

tilt?

Q

What is the earliest date that this first
4 percent would go into effect?
MR. ZARB:
be starting June 1.

I suppose the very earliest would

Q
Mr. Zarb, with the decontrol of old oil,
what is going to happen to the price of gasoline at the
pump, and when will it happen?
MR. ZA.RB: It would have the average per
gallon effpct. You have to understand that the
increasps ~~~t ~ave occurred to date, many of them
have D\.YC b~l";.:n pili::sed throu.gh for a number of reasons,
but if al~ of it were passed through, the average per
gallon effect would be 1.25 pennies over the first six
months.
So, multiply that times two over the first 12
months, and that gives you the net effect. Remember
we said earlier on it results in an average increase
of 5 cents, when all decontrol is completed. In this
instance, if our program were to prevail at the
end of the two-year period, the average would be 5
cents per gallon.

Q

So, by the end of calendar year
1975, what might be the change in the price of a gallon
of gasoline?
MR. ZARB:

One point two five cents per

gallon.
MORE
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Q

Higher?

MR. ZARB:

Q

\~at

Yes.

is going to happen to the

gasoline tilt?
MR. ZARB: That really depends upon how we
eventually wind up in configuration with Ways and
Means. As you know, Ways and Means has a gasoline
tax, and we don't know how that finally is going to
look by the time it gets to the floor and after it gets
off the floor.
MORE
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Q

Will the tilt 'still be alive then in the
Administration's thinking? "
MR. ZARB: The tilt, as a concept, is alive
and what it says is that over the first three-year
period,. the higher increases should'gd to gasoline
because of the elasticity· problem. You undoubtedly
know the problems we face with respect to ,the tilt
within the tariff question.
We are'addressing those, obviously, and we have
kind· of withheld moving any further than we have hoping
to see a clearer picture of'what might come out
of Ways and Means.
You said that the Presiden~·would suspend
this Executive'action decontrol if the House approved,
by the end of May, a bill that was satisfactory to him?

Q

MR. ZARB: Wait a minute. No, I did not say
that. I said that the President's decision 'with respect
to the second dollar was impacted upon that. His decision
with respect. to going further with decontrol -- the
only place that could come together is if there is a
similar ,decontrol bill that carne out of the House 'and
from the Dingell circuit. Then, they could either come
together or not.

Q

What circuit is that?

(Laughter)

Q

Your original proposal on the windfal tax
was that it would apply both to new oil and the excess
revenues from decontrolling old oil~ Now that percentage
depletion has been repealed for large companies, do you
have any different idea as to'the design of the windfall
tax? Specifieally, would it apply only to the decontrolled
old oil in your idea of it?
MR. ZARB: All the ground rules are changed.
We had proposed" a decontrol that was over a shorter time
frame and depletion ,was in place. Depletion is out and
now we are talking about a phase in decontrol. We have
to take a whole new look.
I would hope that we 'c'ould take a whole new
look along with Ways and Means; and Ways 'and Means has
always talked about a plowback provision which we are
interested in exploring with them in context to a
decontrol program.
It is something we are going to have to work
out together •. I will'tell you what our two principles
were: first, that nobody in the energy ''industry has an
excess of profit as calculated by reasonable people; and
secondly, there is a sufficient return on investment
to insure our drive toward Project Independence.
MORE
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I think Ways and Means will work with the same
kind ofprinoiple and that will not be a point'of
difficul ty. I have no sensing that that particular' ":'
calculation would be difficult between us.
Q'
What is the latest analysis of the effective
ness of ,the dollar ~ariff in cutting imports to date, and
what is the maxj,mum we c,an expect in 1975 if the President
went ahep.q in, 30 days?,

MR. ZARB: If YO'l are say5ng the President went
ahead in 3Qdays and sent anything else, with no gasoline
tax as proposed by the Hill or anything like that-- well,
I really hesitate to give you specific numbers because
'
so much depends upon the state of the economy~
You separate the price effect on reduced con
sumption,from the decline in economic activity and its'
effect on decline and consumption. The first dollar had
an effect of about a penny a gallon and no one believed
that that in itself was.going to have the kind of elasticity
production that we ,had. ,expected. The, President's full'
program increased gasoline, something close to 15 cents
a gallon, ev~rything els~ close, to six to eight cents
a gallon. Those elasticity points would, along with other
measures, get us to where we wanted to be by the end of 1977.

Q
In a statement from Commerce recently, the
Acting Secretary attributed the favorable balance of pay
ments to tl'\e President's tariff' program and the cut in
imports. I wondered if you had figures to back up on
what we, had seen in reduction because of this?
MR. ZARB: , I could stand here and say it is all
because of the rEA Administrator, but I don't. There
are a lot of different factors that have gone into ~he
decline ,in those numbers. One has been just the way
the numbers have flopped. Because of the heavy ihventories,
there is an adjustment. There is a seasonal factor.
Right now, ,seasonal declines normally occur.
There is theeconomiqactivity question., We had a milder
winter. We have generally higher 'prices, which have an
effect". We have a new awareness that is taking hold slowly,
but surely. People are being more sensitive to conserva
tion, and it is kind of a :slow process where we see it
taking hold,but very slowiy.
You can calculate all these things together and
you get a total lowering of consumption to some extent.
You get a lowering of imports that is out of balance
to that" be~aupe;;. of ~he J~igh levels of inventories brought,
on principally because everybody rushed to fill their "
tanks before the first buck went on.
MORE '
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MR. NESSEN:

Let me interrupt you a minute,

Frank.
We saip earlier we were going to have the letters
that were going up to the Hill available after-this.briefing.
The fact is,they have not beert delivered ,to the Hill
yet, so out of Congressional courtesy, we have to wait
for them ,to get there.
Frank has told you what the decision was, and
we will have the text of the letters for you as soon as
they are delivered and that may be tomorrow morning.

Q
Going back to the question, are,You also
ready to accept a phased decontrol of natural gas?
MR. ZARB: We would certainly be willing
to discuss a phase program, but not one that was very
long-term. I think the Stevens' bill had a time, frame
within it which was two years -- I may be corrected by
six months or so -- which generally got into the ball park
which we could consider.
You recall the difference between these two
approaches~. which is a subtle difference.
The President
had proposed to go more quickly,and then to take back
the profits in the oil area in the way of windfall
tax, and then redeliver that to the economy with middle
income and lower income people getting more back than.
others.
This changes that whole matrix clearly because
there is less to take back, and a new determination,
has to be made by the Congress as to how it goes back
into the economy at all. That is going to bea new
area of discussion in view of t~is change in shift.

Q
I have a couple of technical points. On the
five days for Congress to approve or disapprove de,control
if the President goes with it" if'he comes out with the
decontrol proposal just before Congress recesses, how
does that affect a 5-day running period?
MR. ZARB:
the five days.

Congress has to be in session for

Q'
So, then the five days WO,uld not run until
they came back?

MR. ZARB: If we did not get it up there for
five days before they came back. It has to be five days
in session.
MORE
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Q
You did not mention it, but what, happens
to the third dollar increase, which was asked to go
into effect?
MR. ZARB: That will be held for a possibility
of imposition a month later. It; "epends a good,deal
,on total circumstances by tllat time and the form and
shape of a bill that may come' from Congress • .He is
going to keep his options with respect to the third
dollar.

Q
Then this is ,wide open, depending, on what
happens to the second dollar and to Congress and 'everything?
MR. ZARB: I think everything has kind of shifted
back a month. The same specter is there. The President
still feels awfully strongly about a bill, and I think
you ought to know that with respect to his authority
to do this, we did have a cou~t on the Senate side,
which indicated to me, at least, that his veto would
have been sustained.

Q
What prompted the decision to go from
immediate to phased decontrol?
MR. ZARB: A gl"eat sensing on the part of the
Congress that there was some virtue in phasing rather
than going more immediate and then windfall-profiting
the rest of Sit away. It is a completely. different shift
in strategy as to theway you get the job done, with the
same conclusion.
We preferred to raise the price in a closer period
of time and deliver the money back to the economy in the
way I just described. I still think, that was a petter
program. The Congress felt very strongly first there
should be no decontrol, and then a price rollback.
Then, as we went fOI;'Ward"they began to talk
abou.t decontrol and finally came to the position they'
could accept it if we would consider some form of phase
out, and that is what, after all, compromise is all about'~"
I think.

Q
Does the Administration want the Congress
to understand that the President will not go ahead
and start this decontrol rolling if the House produces
acceptable decontrol legislation?
MR. ZARB: I think if the House produces
accePtable decontrol legislation, there is no' reason
for the President to go forward if the Congress would'
rather have it happen that way. It might be that
Congress would rather have it happen in the way I just
described and get their own impact on how the program
finally comes out during the public comment period.
That is a realistic possibility.
MORE
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Q
Frank, do you see any reason why that period
would extend beyoond a month or so? How long are you thinking
that might take?
MR. ZARB: At the moment, Dick, not having gone
through this kind of thing before, I cannot foresee
anything that will take us Qeyond a month, but I would
not want you to bang me with this a month from now. I
just have not been through it before. I cannot foresee
any circumstances at this point which would delay that.

Q
You say the first raised gasoline about
a cent a gallon. Is that what this second dollar would
do also, another cent?
MR. ZARB:

Q

That is correct.

And the third?

MR. ZARB:

Yes.

Q

Is there any possibility that we will come
up at the end of this month and get another postponement?
MR. ZARB: We have gone from 60 days now to 30
days or less. I would say that only under the circumstances
of really imminent legislation, that is going to give us
a comprehensive program--such substantial progress to
justify it, if those be the circumstances. One of them
is Presidential decisions. He hears from his advisers.
He looks at his options and he makes his own decisions.
I don't mean to preempt what he will be thinking
at that moment in time. I just give you my best estimate.

Q
What about the uncertainties in the whole
legislative process, the 'fact that the bill that emerges
from the Ullman committee may look very, very different
than the bill that finally emerges from Congress.
MR. ZARB: We use one word, and it is called
acceptable. If the bill that hits the floor and comes
off the floor is not acceptable to the President,
then it is clearly not an acceptable arrangement and
we will have to go ahead with what we think is right.
An acceptable bill means a bill that is going
to get us what we need in our energy objectives, and
if it does not meet our energy objectives, we cannot
swallow it and tell the American people that they
have an energy program when clearly the program that is
put forth is not an energy program.
MORE
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Q

Your recommendations went to the President
on Monday • Can you tell us if' this is,' the course
of action you recommended?
MR. ZARS: I cannot tell you that. That is
one area I don't talk about and wonJt. I give my
recommenda:ltions to' the President and I just kind of keep
those as private discussions. I'talk about everything
els,e but.:that.
I just want to emphasize one other point.
There will be those that say that this move will be
beneficial to the oil industry. I think long-term it is
going to have the effect of getting us our Profect
Independence. That, in my view, is ~he best thing
that this Nation can dotoscifeguard"the American consumer
from wild price increases in the future.
There is absolutely no question. in my mind
that if we expand our imports over the next three
years that the cartel will feel quite f~~~ to inc~ease
its oil ,prices above ourrent levels. S6, taking moves
in favor of independence and invulnerability' is the
best protection we can give the American consumer.
Secondly, I emphasize we will e~plore with
Ways and Means an appropriate windfall mechanism'
that would be acceptable to the Congress and acceptable
to the Administration-.

Q

Are yoti at all concerned'about your ability,
given all the recent charges about over-charges to the
mi.J.;i.,tary and Over commercial airlines and all this sort
of thing? Don't you think you are in kind' of a publi:c"
relations hornet's nest?
MR.ZARB: I guess I don't put the two together.
I think my policy has been quite clear. Whenever there
has been over-charges that are 'in violation 'of the rules
that exist, as long as they exist, they will be prosecuted
to the fullest extent .We haVe starte'd down that program,
and I intend to see that it 'is completed, regardless' of
what happens here.
.
If there is a decontrol and a windfall profits
mechanism, that isa better safeguard against the devices
that can take place between the two-tier' system. Keep
in mind, when you get two barrels of oil and one is $'5.25
and one is $ll.OO~ the~ look alike, they smell:alike;
they are alike, the oppo,!"tunity for the thing ybu just
described' is increased.
.
This other arrangement helps to protect against
it. Wherever it has existed in the past, and up until
the time we no longer have that kind of regulation, those
kind of events are going to be prosecuted right to the
bottom line.
Last question.
MORE
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Q

Does the President's proposal do away with

released oil
MR. ZARB: John, technically, is released oil
dropped as a part of this mechanism?
MR. JOHN HILL (Deputy
Energy Administration): No, it
to retain that mechanism. This
We will have the details out on

Administrator, Federal
is not. We are going
will be over and above.
that.

Q
Is the barrel-for-barrel basis the same
ratio as it is now?
MR. HILL: That is right. We are not making
any changes except in minimunregs to allow this ~ percent
expansion each month.
MR. ZARB:

When will we have a fact sheet?

MR. HILL: I think we will have a fact sheet
sometime tomorrow.

MRo ZARB: We will have a fact sheet tomorrow
to give you the total mathematics and total changes.
THE PRESS:

Thank you very much.
(AT
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